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Outline 

n The Observing Tool 

n Basic steps for proposal preparation 

n OT utilities 

n What's new in OT for Cycle 7? 

n Documentation, videos, and others 

n Some notes/issues to consider, and some 
reminders 
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Observing Tool 

n OT is used to set all the technical aspects that 
your proposal needs when observed. 

n OT files are zipped and contain xml, pdf and 
other file types inside. 

n OT is the official way to create and submit your 
ALMA proposal. 

n Your OT file will need your pdf science case 
before submission. 
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Launching the OT 

n  Download 

n  https://almascience.nao.ac.jp/proposing/observing-tool 

n  Webstart is best (JAVA 8 compatible) 

n  Tarball available too (JAVA 8 to 10). 

n  USE JAVA 8, and DON'T USE 11 !! 
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Basic steps for proposal 
preparation 
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ALMA User ID 

n Register in the ALMA Science Portal 

n www.almascience.org 

n Sign in into OT  

n Start filling all basic information... 
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Main identifiers of a proposal 

Principal investigator 

Proposal Title 
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OT step by step....demo... 
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Where to point the telescope 

Resolve name or input 
everything by hand 

Check everything! 

You might need to adjust 
the result of this 
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Spectral setup 

averaging channels. Check frequencies, resolution, etc..! 

Which kind of 
setup you need 
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A graphical view 

Check the NUMBERS themselves! 
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splatalogue.net 
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When you need mosaics 

Important  
information 
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Calculate center, size, etc by yourself.  
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How much time will it take? 

Angular resolution 

Critical 

Critical 
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Assumed weather  

12-m config. needed 
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Technical justification 

Check that all these numbers make sense. 

JUSTIFY: angular resolution, spectral setup, rms, low/high dec 
targets. Could do channel averaging, relax angular resolution, etc?  
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Then, à Tools -> Generate pdf of the whole proposal 
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Address all errors OT reports 
 
Warnings don't prevent submission 
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Submit your proposal 

there are no errors reported validation 
File -> submit project! 
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Some notes 

n  CHECK WELL critical parameters (integration times, 
sensitivity, etc.) 

n  Something not clear? 

n  Check the documents! 

n  Contact the ARC in person or by mail or by Help Desk 

n  Especially check again on the new capabilities if you would 
be using them. 

n  CHECK the proposer's guide for detailed information. 
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OT news in Cycle 7 

n  Better observing time estimates  

n  bands 3 – 8, ACA, Solar 

n  Estimated beam with two axis  

n  Better warnings for spw close to band edges 

n  Band 5 setups can be placed in the overlapping area of 
Band 4. 

n  Calculator fully functional too 

n  90 deg Walsh switching default for Band 9 and 10. 
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Random order now 
Two axis displayed 

Overlapping are 
in Band 4 and 5 

Mirror spw  
in Band 9,10 
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Please consider 

n  A range in angular resolution instead of a single value 

n  Easier to schedule 

n  Less chances of failure during quality assurance 

n  More opportunity to tune weighting at imaging stages 

n  In QA2 stage, large beams can produce failures. 

n  As long as you CAN do your planned science, be 
generous on the requested angular resolution. 
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Be reminded that 

n  Far north/south sources will have an elongated beam 

n  OT assumes around transit observations  

n  beam, rms, observing times, etc 

n  OT assumes standard configurations (12m Array), 
which don't necessarily match at observing times. 



+
OT utilities 
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utilities 

n  Sensitivity calculator 

n  Resolving parameters for astrophysical objects 

n  Easy mosaic setup  

n  Visual guide (for mosaics, spectral setup) 

n  s/n per channel, continuum, observing time required 

n  Double check (if possible) that calculations make sense. 
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Testing/playing the calculator 

Check that this matches what OT says you need for your proposal. 

Launch it 

For continuum or 
spectral line 

Infer sensitivity or 
required time 
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ALMA SG templates 

Loading them… 

You can see all info  
right there, or copy 
and edit it to your  
proposal….. 

Double check details if 
you want to use it!!! 
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Examples of spectral modes 

Useful to check major, and often used, line combinations. 
These are examples using continuum spw as well. 
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Documentation / examples 

Updated 
 
 
Not-updated 


